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| SUPPORTING IN BUILDING HUMAN
CAPITAL AT MALAYSIA SCHOOLS.
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It is our duty to build a future
road for all the children in need
with integrity
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| Message from Chairman of Board of Trustees
Dear Educators,
Firstly, I thank the Founding Board of Trustees to appoint me as the Chairman of Board
Trustees in 2016 to ensure the board continues to operate in governance and
transparency in every actions and decision is made. I also uphold to protect the operation
towards SASTRA’s projects as the Chairman and will continue to support the teams to
implement the plans and safeguard every decision are made based on SASTRA Board
Charter.
I also would like to thank Ministry of Education Malaysia (MOE) to support SASTRA
towards Malaysian 2013-2025 Education Blue Print and every contributor who
contributed towards SASTRA projects. I hope we continue to put the children of Malaysia
first before us. Thank you.
Dato’ Teh Tai Yong
Chairman of Board of Trustees 2016

Building your future needs focus, we are here to do our best for
you all. Take this opportunity to help yourself and others.
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| Message from Managing Director
Dear Malaysians,
2016 has been a transformation year for SASTRA and the projects we carried out
towards Malaysian Schools. Firstly, we could not have done this without the support
from Ministry of Education Malaysia (MOE) and all our Social Responsibility
Innovators to ensure we had the funding to pilot the projects towards Malaysian
School Human and Career Development Center & Programs since 2013.
I would like to thank everyone who believed in us and supported us towards this
journey since 2013 even before SASTRA was formed. When I turn back, I realize that
if everyone wants to make the difference in our national school with honesty, we
can surely do amazing things for our children. I take this moment to thank the Board
of Trustees, SASTRA team, schools, teachers, parents and all our partners for doing
their best for our nation.
Today our nation’s 141 SASTRA Bright Champs Alumni are taking the lead to help
other students by transferring their knowledge gained with our programs. I hope this
will continue to support in contributing towards Malaysian 2013-2025 Education
Blue Print and mainly towards SASTRA focus under Shift 9 and impacting more
children. Thank you
S. Ananda Devan
Founding Member & Managing Director & Board of Trustees

Do your best in what you can. Life is like music. Sometimes with loud noises.
Sometimes with calming music. Be happy and do well and don’t give up
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| ABOUT US
Strategic Transformation via Education Development (SASTRA EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
SBN.BHD) was incorporated at Malaysia as a Social Enterprise company on 12th May 2014.
SASTRA focuses to improve education in Malaysia, Asia and globally via developing human
capital through education innovation and ending poverty.
At SASTRA, we set an aim to work with various corporate sector, non-profits, government
agency and communities to ensure we are able to contribute in building education for all
primarily focusing at the needy children. We carry out our ambitious vision via our Human and
Career Development Programmes and Establishing Human and Career Development Centers in
Rural and Urban area.

| OUR VISION
SASTRA vision is to be a self-sustainable responsible organization with integrity and quality by
contributing in education improvements and ending poverty across ASEAN countries and
globally by collaborating with corporate companies, non-profits, government agency, social
enterprises and the community.

| OUR MISSION
To Establish Human and Career Development Center and provide Human and Career
Development Programmes to children in Rural and Urban area and ending poverty.

TAKING ONE STEP AT A
TIME TO MAKE
DIFFERENCE IN
EDUCATION
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Mr. Ananda Training SASTRA Bright Champs
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| BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2016-2018
|Dato’ The Tai Yong – Chairman
Dato' Teh Tai Yong, is the Chairman of Board of Trustees at SASTRA Education
Development Sdn Bhd. He is also a Senior Partner of law firm, Teh Kim Teh, Salina &
Co. and Visiting Associate Professor of Southwest University of Political Science and
Law at Chongqing, China. He was called to the Honorable Society of Lincoln Inns,
London as a Barrister-at-Law in England and Wales the as an Advocate and Solicitor of
Malaysian Bar.
He graduated with an Honours Degree in Law from the University of London and did his Bar Vocational Course
in the University of The West of England (UWE), Bristol. He obtained a Master Degree in Law (LL.M) from the
University of Malaya, majoring in Company Law, Securities Regulations, Land Law, Intellectual Property Law
and ICT Laws. Possessing an entrepreneurial spirit, he is currently pursuing a Doctorate in Business
Administration (DBA) degree course by research. He has very good exposure in corporate works, especially in
matters relating to IPO, corporate merger and acquisition exercises, and has been very actively involved in
high value properties transactions and corporate works, including representing public listed companies. He is a
registered trade mark, patent and industrial design agent and he advises clients, on protection of intellectual
property rights. Dato’ Teh Tai Yong is a much sought-after speaker on legal topics at international and local
conferences, as well as public and in-house seminars for corporate bodies, banks, associations, and
universities. He authored a book entitled “Profitability, Stats From The Legal Aspects”, which discussed and
provided practical legal opinion and advice on property transactions in Malaysia, and co-authored law articles,
which were published in The Star, International Journal of Law and Management (IJLM), Computer and
Telecommunications Law Review (CTLR) and Current Law Journal (CLJ). He is extremely passionate about the
impacts SASTRA brings towards the schools in Malaysia. (Appointed 10th May 2016 - Present)
|Mr. S. Ananda Devan – Founding Member & Managing Director
Poverty and Education egalitarianism embarked Ananda to initiate SASTRA Education
Development via FEEM an Independent Investment Company to contribute towards
the children in needs. Ananda strongly believes that to improve education poverty
needs to be addressed and to reduce poverty education needs to be addressed. Since
2012, Ananda have been researching and working to produce Human and Career
Development Program Modules with various stakeholders.
Ananda started his career as an Education Consultant at University of Portsmouth and gained valuable
experience in International Education Management. He also represented the Master Committee in School of
Education University of Portsmouth and has experience working with various education institutions in UK,
Australia and the Charter Schools Industry in United States. Ananda has covered areas from financial planning,
managing millions of public funds, setting up and overall auditing to charter schools, training schools
boards and principals. Furthermore, his experience in start- ups and consulting has covered areas in
technology, oil and gas, transportation and many corporate companies in the area of strategic planning.
Ananda currently works with corporate sectors, Non-profits, Social Enterprises, and Foundations around the
globe to assist in improving education focusing in urban and suburban areas. Ananda graduated with a
Bachelors of Science Computing (Hons) and MSc. in Education and Training Management from University of
Portsmouth, UK and have been trained at Harvard University Kennedy School Executive Education, USA.
Currently Ananda is furthering his Doctored Degree in Business Administration Majoring in Economic
Sustainability via Education Planning at SEGi University Malaysia. He is also an alumni of Harvard University,
University of Portsmouth and member of various Chambers of Commerce. (Appointed 12th May 2014 - 10th
May 2016 - Chairman Board of Trustees.) Reappointed 10th May 2016 Board of Trustees - Present)
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|Dr. Shaheen Mansori – Program, Training & Development
Dr. Shaheen Mansori is currently an Associate Professor at INTI International
University Malaysia. He served as the Deputy Head of Business Schools and
Associate Professor at Berjaya University College of Hospitality. He graduated with
Ph.D. in Marketing from University Putra Malaysia, MBA in Multimedia Marketing
from Multimedia University, Malaysia and B.Eng in Industrial Engineering Azad
University, Iran. Prior to joining Berjaya University College of Hospitality, he served
as Head of
Research
at SEGi University
Malaysia
andofHead
of Business
Prior to joining Berjaya University
College
of Hospitality,
he served
as Head
Research
at SEGiConsultancy
University
Malaysia and Head of Business Consultancy at INTI International University Malaysia. Dr. Shaheen has more
than 16 years of experience in academia and has published various articles and journals. (Appointed 12th
May 2014 - Present

|Mr. Khairil Anuar Hj Khairudin – Chief Safety Health Compliance
Khairil Anuar is a Certified Safety Health Officer registered with Department of
Occupational Safety Health Malaysia and Certified Schedule Waste Manager
register with Department of Environmental Malaysia. He holds NIOSH Certificate,
Executive Diploma in Occupational Safety and Health Management, MBA in
Occupational Safety Health & Environment Management and pursing his Doctorate
Studies in Islamic Management System in Occupational Safety Health
Environmental and Quality.
Khairil has worked with various project related to HSEQ which under Oil and Gas, Construction, Shipping and
Telecommunication. His previously worked for Shazalis constructions, Grand Peninsular Construction,
Boustead Penang Shipyard, BC Petrochemical, Royal Haskoning, Gamuda and MRT Project. Khairil currently
manages Leblanc Group The Tower Specialist has the HSEQ & Security Manager. (Appointed 12th May 2014 Present)

|Mr. Tan Teck Khong – Financial Compliance
Tan Teck Khong is an Executive Director of Grand Hoover Berhad, a company listed
on the Bursa Malaysia Berhad. He is a Chartered Accountant of Malaysian Institute
of Accountants (MIA) and a fellow member of Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA). He obtained his Master of Business Administration from
University of Southern Queensland, Australia in 2012. Present) .He is also currently
pursuing his Doctored in Business Administration at SEGI University. Prior to joining
Grand Hoover Berhad, Tan was attached to an Independent Power Producer, US
multinational manufacturing company and medium sized audit firm.
Tan has more than 20 years’ experience in accounts, finance and corporate strategy and managing High Net
projects. He is currently overseeing the operation of property development, trading and the finances of GHB
group. (Appointed 12th May 2014 - Present)

| Our Team and Alumni at SMK Taman Ehsan, Selangor

| Our Team and Alumni at SMK Lubok Buntar, Kedah.

3
| Our Team and Alumni at IDEAS Academy, Kuala Lumpur
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| SASTRA SHIFT 9 PROJECTS With
Ministry of Education Malaysia
Malaysian Schools Human and Career Development Center (HCDC), a social
initiative pilot project launched in 2012 with an intention to study the benefits
of transforming Malaysian Schools Counseling Departments to Human and
Career Development Center. The pilot project study was initiated by FEEM
to support towards building a better schooling environment for pupils and the
community surrounding it by creating and enhancing the school counseling
department platform to cater for various stakeholders.
The Project Initiation Phase (PID): Designing expenditures, research and development (R&D) was
adopted by FEEM, an independent investment firm as part of its corporate social responsibility (CSR) and
later in 2014, the project was handed over officially to the newly incorporated social enterprise SASTRA
Education Development where 100% of its profits are used towards education projects and ending
poverty. The Malaysian Schools Human and Career Development Center (HCDC) and its Programmes
were established with one ultimate clear aim, to take responsibility to contribute towards the Malaysia
Education Blue Print 2013-2025 under Shift 9 (Partner with Parents, Community and Private Sector at
Scale). The HCDC was aimed to optimize schools counseling departments to focus as Human and Career
Development Centers by integrating relevant pedagogy and strategies that suits to close the gap at
Malaysian national school. SASTRA primary objective is to strengthen the schools department and
bridging high school students and industry with a platform for the students to avoid any indecisiveness
and they are able to gain the necessary experience and knowledge to make the choices about their
tertiary education and career pathways. Furthermore, with an aim of removing the stigma as Counseling
Departments are only for “Problematic Students" and anyone who comes for help towards this center
are labeled as Bad Students. SASTRA also discovered that high school children are not having enough
support from these departments due to various challenges the school faces such as limited funding to
carry out programs, field trips and short of competent counselors. Therefore, many labeled student’s
feels they do not have help and are neglected. Thus, they find them self within an environment that only
their friends or other people can understand them better. It is totally acceptable if the support they
received are from ethical people however, many slowly get distracted and recruited towards unethical
social activities by various organize crime bodies to be gangsters, drug dealers, prostitute and also
been targeted toward as terrorism agents. It is undeniable that many Malaysian realize this is happening
within our reach and not many have come forward to help towards our future generation. SASTRA
believes that it’s every stakeholder’s responsibility and proposed to Ministry of Education Malaysia
(MOE) that SASTRA will commit to support MOE to mitigate the social issues by engaging towards MEBP
Shift 9 mainly focusing at HCDC establishment to help schools administration to relook at how they can
operate their departments by working with various partners towards a shared vision. It is time that every
Malaysian takes their responsibility to help our national schools in any possible way they are able to.
Ministry of Education Malaysia acknowledged our findings and approved SASTRA to carry out the pilot
project at any selected schools which it feels suitable and meets the criteria to implement Shift 9 in any
of the 14 States in Malaysia by stages.
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| PROGRESS of Human & Career Development Center
& Programs - Aimed
1. We aim to achieve 14 HCDC by 2018 at each state one school as role model.
2. Create jobs for passionate “genuine” graduates who want to make the difference in our Malaysian
Schools.
3. Be self-sustainable in adopting and supporting each selected schools.
4. Working collectively with partners in the areas of improving English (Literacy) STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics,) Career Development Modules (Life charting skills,
Communication on Career,etc), Financial Management, Entrepreneurship and Performing Arts.
5. Integrating with various clubs, societies, uniform bodies in schools, working with likeminded social
enterprises.

| PROGRESS of Human & Career Development Center
& Programs – Achieved

2
6
141

HCDC established
(Selangor & Kedah)

Graduates Trained at
schools & Education
Management

Alumni to lead as Mentors
for their schools and other
schools

40
5
100K

Education Services
providers working
collectively

Clubs & Society integrated

More than RM 100 thousand
invested towards HCDC project
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SASTRA Bright Champs participated in various programs, career planning, time management, financial literacy, selfexploration, culinary arts, performance arts, entrepreneurship.

SASTRA Bright Champs participated with sponsored event by Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts (KlPac)

Human and Career Development Center (Pusat Insan dan Kerjaya) renovated by SASTRA and students. Various Technology
devices provided. Laptops, projectors, desktops etc

14

Mr. Khairil Anuar from SASTRA transferring knowledge to parents and teacher at SMK Taman
Ehsan OSH Event.
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| SASTRA NEW SHIFT 9 PROJECT Piloted 2016
SASTRA OSH In School pilot project was Initiated in September 2016
to support and deliver the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) and Ministry of Education Malaysia (MOE) aim to
make schools a safe place for every stakeholders. We are in the
process to carry out various programs related to Safety for student,
teachers and the community.
24th September 2016 – Marks a new entry for SMK Taman Ehsan, Kepong and its Human and Career
Development Center (HCDC) to take the lead of launching OSH in School Awareness “ Program Kesedaran
Amalan Budaya Selamat Di Sekolah 2016”. A collective effort from Public and Private Partnership (PPP) under
shift 9 Malaysian Education Blueprint 2013-2025 have been established with a clear direction, “building our
national schools to be a better place for everyone”. SASTRA Education Development, Malaysian School
Division has been working with SMK Taman Ehsan, Kepong since 2013 to pilot the collaboration with Schools
and Private sector. We have introduced various fully sponsored programs for the school, and now piloting to
integrate OSH in School module under SASTRA Bright Champs Fellowship and towards School Safety
Certification. The efforts have leaded the SMK Taman Ehsan Human and Career Development to officially
launch “Program Kesedaran Amalan Budaya Selamat Di Sekolah 2016” which will also guide other schools to
move forward to be a safer school in coming years. With the collective efforts and support from PIBG SMK
Taman Ehsan, National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health Malaysia (NIOSH),Department of
Occupational Safety and Health Malaysia (DOSH), Ministry of Education Malaysia(KPM), Departments of
Education Selangor(JPN), District Education Office Gombak(PPD),Polis DiRaja Malaysia Gombak(PDRM), Social
Security Organisation (PERKESO) and Universiti Teknologi Mara have created a positive impact to all the
community, school children, teachers and parents. We at SASTRA are committed to carry on the journey to
build a better safer school for every stakeholder. We are very thankful for every agency, representatives, who
took their time to make “Program Kesedaran Amalan Budaya Selamat Di Sekolah 2016” a successful event.
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Launching of OSH in School at SMK Taman Ehsan Kepong, Selangor. SMK Taman Ehsan SASTRA Bright Champs participated in
OSH in school activities.

SMK Lubok Buntar SASTRA Bright Champs participated in OSH in school activities at Kedah. Expenditure are sponsored by
SASTRA

Make the best for our schools by being part of it. One Step at a Time
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Mr.Ananda from SASTRA providing Certificate of Completion for SMK Lubok Buntar SASTRA
Bright Champs at Kedah.
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| SASTRA NETWORKS AND COLLECTIVE IMPACT
SASTRA OSH In School pilot project is to support and deliver the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and
Ministry of Education Malaysia (MOE) aim to make schools a safe
place for every stakeholders. We are in the process to carry out
various programs related to Safety for student, teachers and the
community. We understand that it is not easy to make our school a
safer school if we do not work collectively.

Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre (klpac) : In 1995, two
individuals created history by building the first privately owned and
operated theatre in Malaysia below Dataran Merdeka. The individuals
were Faridah Merican and Joe Hasham and the theatre was the The
Actors Studio@Plaza Putra. Then in 2003, flash floods inundated KL
and destroyed The Actors Studio’s underground complex entirely. It
was out of this tragedy that the The Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac) was born. The arts community needed a new home and
history was made yet again. SASTRA is creating awareness for Arts.

IDEAS Academy Malaysia and SASTRA Education Development have
successfully completed Bright Champs Fellowship for 63 amazing
refugee students from IDEAS Academy Malaysia. The Champs have
been awarded “Certification of Completion” for successfully
completing SASTRA Human and Career Development Programs and
demonstrating the understanding of Leadership Skills, Personal
Financial Management, Time Management, Team Work, Life & Career
Planning since. A total of 33 Sponsored Workshops was carried out at
IDEAS Academy and we would not be able to contribute towards
these refugee children without the support from every individual who
committed them self towards this project directly and indirectly from
the beginning till the graduation day.
The
ActorsFoundation
Studio, YTL
Corporation
and Development
Yayasan Budiwith
Penyayang
Prudence
: SASTRA
Education
Project
Malaysian School Human and Career Development Center & Program
(HCDC)completes financial workshops for 107 students at SMK Taman
Ehsan, Kepong with the support of Prudential ( Prudence Foundation)
& Yayasan Generasi Gemilang. The "Duit Right" Programs is an
additional financial practical activity integrated with the Human and
Career Development Programs (Financial Module).Prudential (
Prudence Foundation) & Yayasan Generasi Gemilang will be
collaborating to work together to further expand it support to other
schools within current HCDC and working with other likeminded
stakeholders who are supporting SASTRA on the ground.
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LYFE (Live Your Future Experience) a social enterprise organization
was establish in New Zealand as a pilot project under the University
of Auckland which aims to operate as a bridge between high school
students and the industry by providing career pathway for students
with micro-internships by collaborating with various stakeholders
from public and private sectors. At LYFE, we believe by creating the
platform for students to gain a holistic and realistic view of industry
will help to mitigate the issues of the future workforce of New
Zealand and dropouts and aging population. We are embarking our
journey by providing a platform for the students to avoid any
indecisiveness and ensure that they are able gain the experience
before being part of the New Zealand workforce and economy. We
believe this will help high school students in making informed
choices about their tertiary education degrees and career pathways.
SASTRA is supporting as a Strategic Partner to bring the difference in
New Zealand by working collectively with LYFE and having
International Fellowship for our Bright Champs.

Befriend a Child and SASTRA Education Development have position
as strategic partner. We will be working together to develop a
program that aims to support young people, aged 14 - 16, who are
struggling in life and education. This partnership will aim at
providing additional support and a bridge between higher education
and students in need. Befriend a Child & SASTRA will connect
students with educational workshops and work experience in
various industries in order to provide students with a more holistic
and realistic view of their career options. This partnership will be
piloted in January 2017 with a group of eight students from
Aberdeen & Aberdeenshire and will work in collaboration with
schools and parents.
GK Enchanted Farm was founded as part of Gawad Kalinga’s
platform to create excellence and not charity for the next
generation of Filipino. The GK Enchanted Farm aims to nurture
social entrepreneurs who can help the local farmers and create
wealth for every Filipino to continuously lead a life with dignity. It is
amazing to see how the GK Enchanted Farm Village University has
jointly shaped a combination of the Farm, Village, University and a
Silicon Valley for Social Entrepreneurship. The GK Enchanted Farm
Platform incorporates the land area by setting up opportunity to
grow crops and how the village within the farm connects families.
SASTRA’s recent visit to the farm clearly indicates and validates that GK Enchanted Farm has similar shared vision as
SASTRA’s vision to work collective with foundations, Non Profits, Social Enterprise and individuals to end poverty.
Meeting and understanding the people from their view of life has brought a new focus within SASTRA to further work
with GK Enchanted Farm Platforms to end poverty collectively in Philippines, ASEAN and Globally. SASTRA will take
measure to begin further ground work coming 2017

20

Dr.Shaheen from SASTRA providing Training for SMK Tun Mamat , Muar Johor with support from
INTI University Malaysia in April 2016
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| SASTRA PROGRAMS, IMPACTS & COMMITMENT

SASTRA Sponsored SMK Merbok, Kedah Children for Project Read towards English Club students by Fellows
Teach For Malaysia. The Students won 1st price for their efforts in demonstrating their project.

SASTRA Bright Champs are trained to take the lead to carry out the Human & Career Development programs
to other students. This has allowed students to build their confidents and demonstrating leadership skills.
Furthermore their communication to speak in public has improved drastically. 141 Students are in the
process to operate the Human and Career Development Center by allocating their time by creating duty
rosters. This also allows each student to further participate in school activities and as extra curriculum
points.
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SASTRA continues its collective action plan to
integrated clubs and societies to participate in
SASTRA school program. Coming 2017 Q2, SASTRA
and Schools will be organizing “Perkhemahan
Agong Badan Uniform, Sukan dan Kelab” with
Schools from District of Gombak with support
from all stakeholders.

Bright Champs and Courageous Warriors
presented three school programs and a drama
sketch titled "Dreams" to over 70 stakeholders
(both government and private) and 90 students
from Penang, Kedah and Perak. They really
challenged themselves and went for extra miles to
present their best!

“

First ever SMK Lubok Buntar SASTRA BRIGHTCHAMP Graduation Showcase & Launch of Career Wave- ticked! 21
graduates, 6 teachers, 16 family members and 10 guests joined us for this special occasion. Congratulations to 21 of
our amazing BRIGHT CHAMPS! EXCELLENT JOB! You've made us so proud by pitching projects that will bring positive
change to school and presented your best side! Many visitors from Teach For Malaysia and PPD KBB are very proud of
you all! Bright Champs- Your commitment always inspired us to do more. I know feelings are difficult to express and
stepping back seems like an easier option but all of you've taken many steps forward! For so many times and today,
you've proved to everyone that with hard work, joy, with a positive mindset, you can overcome shyness and be
confident in front of others. The school and all of your parents are proud of you! Also, a big shout out post to these
amazing individuals in making this possible:
Thank you to Ananda who constantly confide in us and support
the educational projects in the school. I am glad that we are so
similar in many ways in work, the passion for education and hope
for our next generations. Thank you for making this collaboration
possible and keep investing in us. I am energized and inspired for
meeting inspirational leaders like you in this difficult journey of
education. Thank YOU. Let's move forward and write more
amazing stories

”

Teach for Malaysia Fellow (2015) – Cikgu Soonufat
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SMK Taman Ehsan Selangor preparing towards OSH
in School training for school teachers. Batch of
School administration, leaders and teachers was
transferred knowledge on HSEQ. A project pilot and
to be sponsored by Corporate sector in 2017. The
Osh in School Project is led by Mr.Khairil Anuar

SASTRA visited SMK SYED SIRAJUDDIN, at Perlis and
demonstrated how it can help the school to learn
and be role model school for State of Perlis in
future by understanding Human and Career
Development Center Projects.

SASTRA Board of Trustees Q3 discussions to ensure
the projects under SASTRA are sustainable and
ensure it’s always relevant towards impacting the
children and improving school by building Human
Capital. Governance is a key priority with
transparency and ensuring every ringgit spends
should be accounted and ensure does not go over
the budget. Further Board Charter was discussed to
strengthen SASTRA.

24

SASTRA explores opportunities in motor sports for SASTRA Bright Champs with Viper Niza Racing
Team
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| SASTRA FINANCE NUMBERS 2016
Following Table indicates SASTRA Income and Expenses since incorporation in 14th May 2014 to 30th
December 2016. Our source of income was generated by various stakeholders directly and indirectly by
direction contribution and in-kind support. However, it should be noted the support from various
stakeholders allowed us to validate the research findings since 2012 and pilot the Human & Career
Development Center & Programs. Expenses since 2012 were managed by FEEM and its partners.

26

SASTRA explores Sepak Takraw at Perlis for future SASTRA Bright Champs with Tok Gong Sepak
Takraw Team & Majils Sukan Negeri Perlis

27

SASTRA 2017 TARGET
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| SASTRA 2017 TARGET

To further work with Ministry of Education Malaysia under (Shift 9) to integrate other shifts under
National Education Blue Print 2013 – 2025.
To adopt SMK Taman Ehsan and SMK Lubok Buntar under school adoption program by MOE
To transfer knowledge to other school leadership and personnel to implement best choices to work
with Shift 9 (Partner with Parents, Community and Private Sector)
To carried out various workshops for leadership/ teachers with various stakeholders support.
To create further alumni who are able to lead other students and schools by sharing knowledge and
guiding them a meaning full life and reduce social issues.
To sponsor Alumni to showcase their ability at International platform.
To strengthen further OSH in school Pilot Project and integrate safety modules for children.
To continue operate with transparency, integrity and governance towards achieving our vision.
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| SASTRA APPRECIATION
We at SASTRA could not have achieved our milestone if we did not receive the support from various individual,
organisation and community. It’s our great honour to thank everyone since 2012. The following individual and
organisation includes contribution and in kind support.















































Aberdeen Oil
Australian High Commission
Be Friend a Child
Berjaya University
Chauffeurlimos
Collin Lawson Transport Limited
Department of Safety Malaysia
FEEM Investments
Finance Out Source
Gawad Kalinga
GK Enchanted Farm
Harvard University
I First International
IDEAS
IDEAS Academy
INTI University
IT STREAM Technology
KASH Design
Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts
Leblac Telecommunications
LYFE New Zealand
Ahmad Fahkri Bin Mohd Zaki
Alfian Basir
Ananda Devan
Assoc Prof Dr. Shaheen Mansori
Banusha Babu
Dato Seri Tajuddin Bin Atan
Dato’ Abdul Latif
Dato’ Dr. Noordin Bin Hj Keling
Dato’ Teh Tai Yong
Dato’Farida Merican
Debra Tapscott
Dharmanandan Sai
DouglasKhoo
Dr. Alan B. Peter
Dr. David Holloway
Dr. Folk Jee Yong
Dr. Ling
Dr. Silvia Horton
Dr. Sudeep Mohandass
Dzammer Dzulkifli
Jason Lu Hee Ping
Jessica Ng
Juliana Badli
Khairil Anuar Bin Hj Khairuddin















































MAGiC
Ministry of Education Malaysia
Ministry of International Trade Malaysia
National Occupational Safety and Health
Nomi Network
PEMANDU
Polis Di Raja Malaysia
Prudent Foundation
SEGI University
Siva Associates
SMK Lubok Buntar
SMK Lubok Buntar
SMK Taman Ehsan
Sticla Pvt Ltd
Teach For Malaysia
University of Portsmouth
University Pendidikan Sultan Idris
University Teknologi Mara
Viper Niza Racing
Young Corporate Malaysia

Marina Mahathir
Marilyn Wong
Mazliah bt Md Sah
Mohammed Ghouse Tajuddin
Nurul Nabila
Nur Khairiyah
Paramjit Kaur
Patipah Binti Shamsuddin
Rafiq bin Adbullah
Saraswathy Anamalai
Seevanesan
Shalini Mahalingam
Shangkari Renthinaliggam
Shirley Tan
Siva Mohan
Soonufat Supramaniam
Tamanna Patel
Tan Teck Khong
Tengku Azian Shahriman
Tony Melato
Tricia Yeoh
Wan Saiful Wan Jan
Woo Yoong Shen
Zaidatul Akma

SPECIAL THANKS TO| SMK Taman Ehsan & SMK Lubok Buntar and all Students
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www.sastraeducation.com
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Jalan Tun Sambanthan
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